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Seismic Handler eXtended (SHX) is a version of Seismic Handler for 
Linux systems based on the python programming language.

The first release of SHX was in February 2012. Now it covers all major 
features of the command line version of Seismic Handler. 
Installations instructions as well as additional information can be 
found at http://www.seismic-handler.org/SHX/.

SHX contains parts of the mature C code of SH/SHM to ensure 
maximum compatibility to existing scripts and methods. SHX uses 
the ObsPy seismological framework for reading data and wxWidgets 
for display.

SHX offers new features especially in meta data handling. Using the 
new commands fetch and simulate there’s no need to maintain 
own meta data information. To get a full overview please visit the 
projects website.

The fetch_build_inventory 
Arclink meta data to Seismic Handler format. An 
example of usage is given here:

script transforms 

Seismic Handler eXtended

Overview

The latest version of Seismic Handler 2013a was 
released on 14th of February 2013.

As previous versions this release uses the mature 
Motif toolkit for Linux systems. It introduces new 
features and contains some bug fixes. A detailed 
overview can be found inside the release notes on 
the website.

Also a virtual machine using the VMware® player 
infrastructure is available for download. The base 
system is provided by the Linux distribution 
Xubuntu  version 12.04  LTS (long term support) 
using the Xfce Desktop Environment.

Installation

For installation on your local Linux computer 
please download the installation archive SHM-
2013a-install.sh from www.seismic-handler.org.

This archive is self-extracting and contains the full 
Seismic Handler source code. Please follow the 
setup instructions on the website.

Additional required software like LocSAT and FK-
analysis is downloaded automatically during the 
installation process.

Version 2013a offers automatic configuration to 
match your computer’s features.

Summary of changes

Version 2013a includes the following changes:

�Support for an analytical local magnitude 
estimation  (M, see below).l

�Meta data transfer from Arclink servers to 
Seismic Handler (see below).

�Readline support for command line version. 
This enables command history navigation 
(arrow keys and search).

�Updated station and instrument meta data.

Arclink meta data

Because of these large differences between the 
methods the classic formula is set as default in 
version 2013a. If you want to switch to the IASPEI 
recommended formula, simply add the parameter

  local_magnitude_formula iaspei

to your configuration file.

In order to harmonize earthquake processing 
throughout several institutes and organisations 
world-wide a IASPEI working group published  
recommendations on standard procedures for 
determining magnitudes from digital data. 

Updated filters for body wave magnitude 
estimation are already included since version 
2012a. Version 2013a adds a new formula for 
Richter magnitude estimation. While the classic 
formula uses tabulated distance correction and 
interpolation, the new formula is analytic:

Input parameters are amplitude A in nm measured 
using a Wood-Anderson simulation and distance 
D in kilometer from the epicenter.


